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(Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 199, No. 4888, p. 59 only, 
Ju y 6, 1963) 

Transmission Pa ameters of Porous 
Sound Absorbers (w th Particular Reference 

to the Flo Resistance) 
FLow resistance, being ·elatively easy to measure, is 

commonly used as a rou h guide in choosing sound
absorbing materials for spe ific purposes. This practice is 
based on the .tacit assum tion that, when there is an 
alternating air-flow throu the sample, the resistance 
encountered is identical wi h the flow resistance. It can 
be shown, however, that · the case of several materials 
this assumption is false, an that the acoustical resistance 
under alternating conditio is substantially greater than 
the flow resistance. 

To . establish the variatio of effective resistance with 
frequency the characteris ic impedance (Z 0 ) and the 
specific transmission const t. (y=a+j~) of a number of 
commonly used porous so d -absorbing materials have 
been measured over the ran e 100-1,300 c/s using samples 
I in .-3 in. thick inserted nto a rigid tube 3·47 in. in 
diameter. At each freque cy sound is passed into the 
sample under two conditio s in succession: first, when 
bhe sample is terminated y a.n impedance effectively 
infinite, and second when the terminal load is purely 
capacitive. By adopting electroacoustic artifice the 
effect of the input -impeda e of the probe microphones, 
which measure the sound p assure, is completely elimina
ted, and by using an a.c . po entiometer to measure micro
phone voltages, the pressur ratio is derived as a complex 
number. Assuming that co entional transmission theory 
is app licable, this ratio is c sh(yZ) (Z = sample thickness) ; 
whence yl. Knowing yl, the second test yields Z O in terms 
of the terminal capacitance. 

After analysing the varia ion with frequency of these 
two parameters, it is fo that in all the materials 
examined the series arms o the equivalent-tee network 
which represents the perfor ance of the acoustical struc
ture contain resistance and · ductance in series, the shunt 
arm being a capacitan9e in eries with a small resistance. 
Where the test samp les ha e been sufficiently stable to 
yie ld very: precise data it ha b~n possible to investigate 
the series arms of the tee etwork in detail; it is then 
found that each branch consi ts of two series combinations 
of R and L in parallel which have impedances (R 1 + jwL 1 ) 

and (R2 + jwL 2), L 2, say, b ing greater than L 1• Re
analysis of the data publi ed in ref. 1 confirms this 
curious disposition . The a.me data also confirm the 
series arrangement of the sh t branch of the tee-network, 
a fact apparently unrecogni ed by the authors. It is tQ 
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· be noticed that a later publication 2 discusses the possi
bility of a. rather similar disposition, · using arguments of 
quite a different kind. Yet another publication 3 presents 
data which on re-analysis confirm the series combination 
of R and O, in the shunt arm, mentioned her e. 

If then we assume that the series arm of the equivalent 
tee-network has the dual form described, with L 2 > L 1 , it is 
clear that flow resistance measur es the value of R 1 in 
parallel with R 2, whereas when frequency rises from zero 
the effective resistance rises towards R 1-a quantity 
whiGh in various materials has been found to be of the 
order of l ·5 up to 3 or more times the flow resistanc e. 
Moreov er, as L 2 may be many times greater than L 17 the 
frequency at whic;:h the transition from the lower to the 
higher effective resistance is substantially complete may 
be as low as 150 c/s; usually it is in the region of 200-
300 c/s. 

Knowing both Z 0 and y it has been possible to go a stage 
further and to build electrical artificial lines, the input 
impedance of which imitates the acoustical impedance, at 
normal incid ence, which sheets of any thickness of the 
tested materials would present when mounted on th e walls 
of a room as sound absorbers. Th e real part of the 
electrical input impedanc e is-subject to the usual 
corrections-a. measure of the acoustical res1sta nee in 
which the sound would be absorbed. By modifying the 
length of the artificial line and its terminal impedance 
it becomes possible to predict the effect of altering the 
thickn ess of the absorber and of its met hod of mounting . 
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